






The unloading to ground machines have a more compact and simple structure, which results in 
less maintenance and makes them less expensive.

For working in small plots or between plantation rows, we have the DV-2 model, the smallest of 
the range which can be operated with an 80 Hp tractor.

For larger jobs we have the DV-3 model, with a wider working width and consequently higher 
performance.

And for very large areas we offer the DV-4 model, which has a larger Stone Tank so the number of And for very large areas we offer the DV-4 model, which has a larger Stone Tank so the number of 
stops for unloading decreases and, in addition, it offers a longer elevator chain , thus improving 
the screening performance.
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UNLOAD INTRO TRAILERS OR TO GROUND

HIGH PERFORMANCE UNLOADING SYSTEM

Triginer Rock Pickers that unload into trailers/trucks whilst being a more expensive 
are capable of greater performance in Ha/hr by keeping the machine in the eld 
enabling the transportation of the Rocks from the eld by trailer/truck.

The DSR range is designed to discharge in to trailers and trucks by hydraulically 
raising the chassis of the machine to any desired height up to 3.6 m and by design 
can deposit the rocks into the center of the Trailer/truck.

Multiple trailers/trucks ensure that the Rock picker maximizes its time collecting Multiple trailers/trucks ensure that the Rock picker maximizes its time collecting 
rocks and not consuming time transporting them to a discharge area.

This allows the machine to be operational most all the time and to achieve the best 
possible performance.
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A Rock picker designed for 
tractors from 160 to 250 Hp.
Its reduced dimensions and Its reduced dimensions and 
weight make it ideal for fast 
and agile work. It has a 1.9 m 
working width, 108 Rod 
Elevator Chain and  3 m³ 
Stone Tank capacity.

A High Performance Rock 
picker designed for 250Hp to 
350 Hp tractors with 2.1m 
working width 118 Rod 
Elevator Chain and a 4m3 
stone tank.

A High-Performance Rock 
Picker designed for 190 to 
300Hp tractors.
Performance is enhanced 
with a 118-rod elevator 
chain 1.9 m working width 
and a 4m3  Stone Tank.







Homologation: MAR-10365"00
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The technical characteristics of this catalog are for information purposes only, and their 

construction may vary. - 2023 -
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